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To: senatorterlajeguam@gmail.com
Cc: Javier Gallegos <bonesg4526@gmail.com>

Hello senator, we live in Colorado Springs, Colorado. I saw your story and felt a great need to share our story with you.
My wife was getting headaches in 2006 and was referred by our PCP to see a nueroligist by the name of doctor William
Herrera. He misdiagnosed her as having migraines and gave her meds for migraines. She continued to suffer with
headaches and then got bells palsy is what the doctor said she had because her face was drooping on one side. She
went back to see Dr. Herrera because of these new symptoms not for a follow up and they ordered another MRI. When
she went back to see him he then realized that she had a brain tumor which turned out to be a benign meningioma. He
then looked back at the film from 2006 which is then that he then saw that the brain tumor was on the 2006 film. At that
point he realized that both the Radiologist and himself had both infact missed the brain tumor in 2006 when it was small
enough to remove completely or zapped with radiation. The Radiologist missed it and didn't write it in the report and the
neurologist missed it by relying on the report but he failed to look at the film. The bad news about him discovering the
missed brain tumor in 2009 is that both the Radiologist Steven Hughes and himself missed the brain tumor and by the
time he or they saw it in 2009 the tumor had grown making it impossible for complete resection of the missed brain tumor.
By that time it had grown and wrapped itself around the carotid artery and the optic nerve. She had cognative problems
which affected her memory, thinking and speach so eventually she lost her job along with her health insurance from work.
We hired a Medical Malpractice attorney who dropped her case without notifying us. We hired another attorney who
claimed we could not go after either of the doctors because my wife's statute of limitations had ran. So he went after the
old attorney for dropping the case without notice to us. Please Google or look up Della Gallegos vs Patric Lehouillier. We
won a verdict of about $2.1 million which should have been more but the new attorney was also incompetent in that area.
The court also has a caps on verdicts which are wrong and should be unconstitutional. He then withdrew because he got
mad that we didn't take an offer of $750,000 which we may have walked away with maybe $300,000. I guess that would
be better than us having to hire someone to collect the verdict from the old attorney. The new attorney was so mad that he
new the other attorney made a threat to move out of the states to Costa Rica to avoid paying the judgment and didn't do
anything to protect my wife's judgment in any way. He said " I got you a judgement, now you collect the money. We later
found out the new attorney was a thief, misleading, dishonest, careless, deceitful and disrespectful. We found out after the
case went through trial that new attorney concealed the fact that the old attorney had infact sued him before. So he may
have took the case for a personal reasons and revenge. Please Google toothless cooties to see that story. He posted my
wife's story against our wishes, directions and instructions. We told him not to post my wife's medical story online and he
still did it. He posted it on his website as bragging and advertising to get more clients as well as other websites. We called
the new attorney and wanted him to file a motion to amend the petition before the second trial. He lied to us by saying "
You're going to have to hire another attorney to help you do that because I don't know how to fucking do that." In  calling
and talking to other  attorneys, I was told my wife's statute of limitations could have and should've been tolled due to her
having a legal mental disability. At the end he stole my wife's box of original files including all medical bills and records
which had the MRIs when he refused to return her property. Maybe to hide where they screwed up. He also shared my
wife's story on different websites to brag. Please Google  Della Gallegos. She is now 50 yrs old. She has had 3 brain
tumor surgeries and radiation. The first one was in September of 2009 which she had  Aurora, Colorado. The second one
she had was in May of 2010 in Phoenix Arizona. The 3rd one in March of 2012 followed by radiation. On October 9, 2019
she suffered a stroke caused by the missed brain tumor being wrapped around the carotid artery. The missed brain tumor
was confirmed to be the cause of the stroke by a neurosurgeon  and a cardiologist. We later found out  that the same
Radiologist who first missed the brain tumor got himself involved in her treatment for the stroke without our knowledge
and certainly against our wishes. I called and told the attorney my wife had suffered a stroke caused by the missed brain
tumor and that the Radiologist who missed the brain tumor was infact involved for the stroke. I asked the new attorney
Chad Hematt if we could go after the doctors now and he told me no. We haven't collected one cent throughout all this
time. Both doctors got away without disciplinary action or responsibilities for their medical Malpractice and all the harm
they have caused my wife. We now have new evidence of continued harm that may very well end up killing my wife who I
have been with since 1984 and married on February 14, 1990. She lost vision and hearing to her left  side. After the
stroke she list function to her dominant hand and arm too and she  may lose her life because of these two doctors. She
can have another stroke and may need another surgery. Fight for the people and be careful to protect them. Both doctors
have or had  their own practice office. Dr. Herrera sold his practice in Colorado and moved to Hawaii. Possibly to avoid
getting served and sued. Either way my wife's statute of limitations could've and should've been tolled but she got
wronged by the new attorney too. What can a person do when 2 doctors and 2 lawfirms does them harm and wrong?
That's a total of 6 to 7 attorneys in both lawfirms. It's disappointing that the attorneys do things in their best interest not
their clients and the family's best interest. She can no longer do anything and still struggles cognitively and with life
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because of the medical Malpractice. Good luck with your fight to help and protect the people you represent. I tried to get
help from the senator, governor and mayor here with no luck at all. Now I keep getting junk emails for the senator but no
help ir support. Thank you for your time. Please feel free contact me through email or call me at 719-493-7701 for
anything. 

Javier and Della Gallegos.
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